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ABSTRACT: The tensile drawing behavior of quenched and annealed films of isotactic
polypropylene is investigated as a function of draw temperature and strain rate. A
strain-induced structural change from the smectic to the monoclinic form is observed
for the quenched films. A kinetic interpretation is proposed for the phenomenon. Data
of thermal activation volume at the yield point indicate two regimes of plastic flow for
the quenched sample, between 25 and 60°C, but only one regime for the annealed
sample. Homogeneous and heterogeneous crystal slip processes are proposed to account
for these regimes in relation to the nucleation and propagation of screw dislocations.
The basic mechanism of molecular motion in the polypropylene crystal is suggested to
be a wormlike motion of conformational defects along the 3/1 helix chains that allows
a 120° rotation and a c/3 translation. The occurrence of the smectic form as a transitory
state in the deformation pathway is discussed in terms of plasticity defect generation.
© 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 71: 1873–1885, 1999
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INTRODUCTION

The continuing search of mechanical improve-
ment of polypropylene-based composites and
molded parts, as well as the increasing develop-
ment of biaxially oriented polypropylene films in
the packaging market, have aroused a renewed
interest for the mechanisms of plasticity of this
material. The investigations reported in the early

1970s by Peterlin and coworkers1–3 have demon-
strated the major contribution of the crystalline
phase in the tensile deformation process of
polypropylene above room temperature. Since
then, there has been a number of articles dealing
with the orientational behavior of the chains ei-
ther as a function of the deformation conditions or
in relation to the use properties of the drawn
materials.4–7 More recent studies have shown
that crystallographic slip along planes parallel to
the chain axis is more probably the main active
process of plasticity of polypropylene for various
deformation modes, namely, tensile drawing,8

simple shear,8,9 and compressive testing.10,11

This turns out to be a general behavior of semi-
crystalline polymers, as notably shown for poly-
ethylene12–14 and polyamides.15,16 However, the
elementary mechanisms of crystal plasticity in
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polypropylene are certainly more complicated
than in the case of polyethylene, which is its un-
substituted chemical homolog, because of more
complex chain conformation and crystal struc-
ture.

The present work deals with the tensile draw-
ing of polypropylene in relation to the initial or-
ganization of the crystalline phase of quenched
and annealed films. Particular effort is devoted to
the understanding of elementary events of plas-
ticity in terms of the molecular motion.

EXPERIMENTAL

The commercial-grade isotactic polypropylene
(PP) under investigation has weight- and num-
ber-average molar weights Mw 5 257,000 and
Mn 5 52,000. Films 100 mm thick were cast at
230°C from a T-die extruder and subsequently
quenched on a chill roll at 30°C. Film pieces have
been annealed at 140°C for 1 h to improve crystal
perfectness. The quenched and annealed films are
labelled QPP and APP, respectively.

Thermal analysis has been carried out on a
DSC-7 Delta apparatus from Perkin–Elmer, at a
scanning rate of 10°/min. The sample weight was
about 5 mg. The temperature and heat flow scales
were calibrated using the melting peaks of high
purity indium and zinc samples.

Wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) patterns
of drawn samples have been recorded on a flat
film camera. The Ni-filtered X-ray beam was
generated by a Siemens tube operated at 40 kV
and 25 mA. Measurements of scattering intensity
profiles from isotropic, as well as oriented, sam-
ples have been performed on a diffractometer
equipped with a bent quartz crystal monochroma-
tor and using a curved position-sensitive counter
INEL CPS120 of 225 mm radius. Samples consist-
ing of sixfold wrapped strips were held into Lin-
demann glass tubes in order to increase the scat-
tered intensity.

The viscoelastic behavior of the films has been
studied in tensile mode on a Rheometrix RSA II
apparatus at 1 Hz. The sample dimensions were
25 and 5 mm in gauge length and width, respec-
tively.

Mechanical experiments have been conducted
on an Instron tensile testing machine at various
draw temperatures (Td) in the range 5–60°C and
various crosshead speeds (CHS) in the range 0.1–
800 mm min. The dumbbell-shaped samples hav-

ing 60 and 8 mm gauge length and width, respec-
tively, were cut from the films with a cutting die.

The nominal stress or engineering stress sN is
defined as the ratio of the draw force to the initial
cross section. The nominal strain or engineering
strain «N is the ratio of the deformed sample
length to its initial gauge length. It is to be no-
ticed that the nominal strain has no physical
meaning during the occurrence of a plastic insta-
bility, that is, necking. However, when deforma-
tion is homogeneous, that is, prior to the yield
point and beyond the propagation of the neck over
the whole length of the sample, the nominal
strain is the actual strain. The true yield stress is
thus given by sY 5 s(1 1 «Y), where «Y is the
true strain at the yield point. The standard devi-
ation of the data is about 3%. The initial strain
rate «̇ is assessed from the ratio of the crosshead
speed to the initial gauge length of the sample.

The thermal activation of the plastic flow has
been studied through activation volume measure-
ments at the yield point as a function of draw
temperature and strain rate. Using thermal acti-
vation analysis, the apparent activation volume
can be derived from the yield stress dependence
on strain rate (see the Activation Volume Deter-
mination and Signification Section in the Appen-
dix). For the sake of comparison, activation vol-
ume determinations have also been achieved as a
function of strain rate from stress relaxation mea-
surements at the tensile yield point, following a
procedure previously described17 in the case of
compressive plastic flow of bulk PP below the
glass temperature transition (see the Stress Re-
laxation Measurements Section in the Appendix).

Great care must be taken when giving to the
activation volume data the physical meaning of
the critical size of the activated defect of plastic-
ity, that is, the volume of matter involved in the
elementary shear event. As a matter of fact, this
only applies to the true activation volume, which
is a part of the apparent activation volume.18

However, it is shown in the Appendix that, in the
present study, the former one represents more
than 80% of the latter one, so that VA data may be
used reasonably for discussion of the plasticity
mechanisms.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thermal Behavior and Structure

The quenched and annealed films are thoroughly
isotropic and relaxed, as judged from the absence
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of preferred orientation on the WAXS patterns, as
well as no measurable shrinkage upon heating
above the melting point.

The WAXS intensity profiles of isotropic QPP
and APP are reported in Figure 1. The WAXS
profile of QPP is relevant to the so-called smectic
state,19–25 while that of APP reveals a clear cut
monoclinic crystalline structure. The smectic
form of PP, otherwise the mesomorphic state, con-
sists of parallel chains having a high degree of
order in their longitudinal arrangement but lack-
ing crystallographic register in their lateral pack-
ing.19,21,23,24 Besides the helix conformation of the
crystal stems is preserved, as revealed by infrared
(IR) spectroscopy.19,22 The smectic form that is
commonly obtained by quenching thin films from
the molten state down to temperatures in the
range of 0–40°C can be considered as a “frozen in”
intermediate state of order in the crystallization
pathway.21 This is a consequence of the fast cool-
ing, which prematurely hinders the molecular
motions necessary for the reorganization process.
It is worth noticing that in this scheme, the mo-
lecular reorganization looks more like a spinodal
decomposition rather than a nucleation and
growth process.

The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
curves of Figure 2 show a single melting endo-

therm for APP with a peak temperature of 167°C
that corroborates the monoclinic structure. A
crystal weight fraction Xc 5 0.57 6 0.02 can be
determined, assuming a melting enthalpy of 184
J g for a perfect PP crystal. In contrast, QPP
displays an endotherm at about 70°C followed by
an exotherm with a peak temperature close to
110°C that are characteristic of a reorganization
process of the smectic phase into the monoclinic
form.20,23,25 This latter melts at higher tempera-
ture, as revealed by the sharp endotherm at about
165°C.

Viscoelastic Behavior

The variations with temperature of the storage
modulus E9 and loss factor tan d are reported in
Figure 3 for the two kinds of films. The two E9(T)
curves are quite similar below the b relaxation at
about 10°C, that is, the glass transition of isotac-
tic polypropylene at 1 Hz. Above 10°C, E9 drops
with increasing temperature as a result of the
gradual activation of the molecular mobilities in
the crystalline phase, the so-called a relaxation.26

However, QPP displays a steeper E9 drop than
APP due to weaker elastic interactions in the
smectic phase than in the monoclinic phase. This
is supported by the higher tan d level of QPP
between 10 and 60°C that indicates greater en-
ergy absorption due to more intense molecular

Figure 2 DSC traces of QPP and APP films.

Figure 1 WAXS intensity profiles of QPP and APP
films.
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mobility. There is comparatively minor difference
of molecular mobility in the amorphous compo-
nent of the two films, as judged from the depar-
ture of only 5° between the b peaks.

In the temperature range 70–110°C, the drop
of QPP modulus is less pronounced than that of
APP, so that the two curves merge above 110°C.
This is relevant to the transformation of the smec-
tic phase of QPP into the stable monoclinic form
in the meantime of the experiment thanks to the
increasing activation of the molecular motions in
the ordered phase.

The tan d peak magnitude of the b relaxation is
about the same for the two kinds of materials,
indicating that the amount of amorphous phase is
not significantly affected by the annealing treat-
ment, which just turns the mesomorphic domains
into monoclinic crystals. This allows us to analyze
the influence of the intrinsic properties of the
ordered component, namely, smectic or mono-
clinic, on the mechanical behavior of the films,
disregarding its concentration.

It is to be noticed that the temperature at
which the reorganization in the crystalline phase
begins in QPP on the mechanical standpoint, that
is, 70°C, is precisely the temperature at which the
reorganization proceeds on a thermodynamic
standpoint (Fig. 2). This is a piece of evidence that
the occurrence of the smectic state is directly con-
nected with the freezing of some molecular mobil-
ities, which affects the kinetic part of the crystal-
lization process under fast cooling conditions. An

analogous phenomenon has been observed for
ethylene—vinyl–alcohol copolymers,27 which dis-
play a mesomorphic state upon quenching. In this
case, both thermal analysis and X-ray diffraction
(XRD) indicated a prompt recovery of the crystal-
line stable form by annealing above the peak tem-
perature of the crystalline mechanical relaxation.

Tensile Drawing Behavior

The nominal stress–strain curves of Figure 4
show a yield stress depression for QPP compared
to APP. This often reported phenomenon28–32 is a
consequence of the lower molecular cohesion of
the smectic phase compared to the monoclinic
phase. Considering that the mechanical behavior
of the amorphous phase is unchanged between
the two samples, as judged from the minor change
in the b relaxation temperature, the above obser-
vation reveals the major role of the ordered phase
in the plastic behavior. Beyond the draw plateau
corresponding to the propagation of a plastic in-
stability (that is, necking) over the whole length
of the sample, strain-hardening occurs as a result
of chain unfolding and orientation involving the
so-called fibrillar transformation. The strain-
hardening rate of QPP in the post-yield domain is
stronger than that of APP so that the gap between
the two curves is gradually reduced, and the two
samples finally break at roughly equivalent
stress. This finding is relevant to either a struc-
tural hardening of QPP due to a gradual smectic-

Figure 4 Nominal stress–strain curves for QPP and
APP films at 40°C (strain rate «̇ 5 1.05 3 1022 s21).

Figure 3 Storage modulus and loss factor for QPP
and APP films.
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to-monoclinic (s3 m) phase change or to a struc-
tural softening of APP due to a monoclinic-to-
smectic (m 3 s) phase change.

Strain-Induced Phase Change

The structural change suggested above from the
analysis of the tensile drawing curves has been
investigated by DSC and WAXS measurements.
The DSC curve of a QPP sample drawn at 40°C up
to « ' 2.5, at the strain rate «̇ 5 1.05 3 1022 s21,
is reported in Figure 5. The absence of the exo-
therm peak associated with the reorganization of
the smectic phase into monoclinic crystals during
the heating scan indicates that most of the trans-
formation has already occurred during the draw-
ing stage. The melting endotherm is however
broader than that of the isotropic APP (Fig. 2)
revealing a large distribution of crystal defect
concentration and size. The WAXS pattern of the
same sample, as in Figure 5, is reported in Figure
6. This pattern displays the main reflections of
the monoclinic structure and thoroughly support
the s 3 m strain-induced phase change.

The equatorial WAXS intensity profile of the
pattern of Figure 6 is reported in Figure 7, to-
gether with the profile from a QPP sample drawn
for the same conditions, that is, at 40°C and «
' 2.5; but for a higher strain rate, «̇ 5 1.05 3 1021

s21. The location of the major peak at 2u 5 14° for
the two profiles of Figure 7 is definitively relevant
to the predominance of the monoclinic structure
since the smectic major peak is located at 2u
5 15°.10,23 The two diffraction peaks in the range

16° , 2u , 19° support the above conclusion.
However, the broadness of the reflections com-
pared to the WAXS profile of APP (Fig. 1) is in

Figure 5 DSC traces of a sample from a QPP film
drawn at Td 5 40°C up to the strain « ' 2.5 (strain rate
«̇ 5 1.05 3 1022 s21).

Figure 6 WAXS pattern of the same QPP drawn film
as in Figure 5.

Figure 7 Equatorial WAXS intensity profiles of QPP
samples drawn at Td 5 40°C up to the strain « ' 2.5 for
two different strain rates, «̇ 5 1.05 3 1022 s21 and «̇
5 1.05 3 1021 s21.
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agreement with the previously suspected pres-
ence of rather small and imperfect monoclinic
crystals. Besides, some minor smectic structure
may remain, but is not clearly detectable beneath
the monoclinic scattering.

The very strong drop of scattered intensity in
the range 20° , 2u , 23° is due to the quadrant
azimuthal position of the (111) and (041) mono-
clinic reflections from the fiber structure (see
Fig. 6).

The increasing broadness of the reflections as
strain rate increases reveals the kinetic aspect of
the structural reorganization. The very short
time afforded to the process at high strain rate is
not favorable to the achievement of great crystal-
line perfectness.

Figure 8 shows the equatorial WAXS intensity
profiles of two QPP samples drawn at 25 and
60°C, up to the strain « ' 2.5, for the strain rate
«̇ 5 1.05 3 1021 s21. The much well-resolved
monoclinic peaks observed for 60°C constitute an
additional piece of evidence that the reorganiza-
tion process of the metastable crystalline form
into a more ordered and stable form is kinetically
governed.

There are two points of view on the mechanism
of phase change accompanying plastic deforma-

tion of semicrystalline polymers since both order–
disorder and disorder–order transitions have
been reported. In an extensive review of the phe-
nomenon, Saraf and Porter33 concluded that the
induced ductility that is gained from an order-to-
disorder transition is a route to optimize solid-
state deformation. In contrast, Karger–Kocsis34

suggested that phase transition from a less to-
ward a more dense crystalline state may be a
means for toughness upgrading.

In the case of PP, both the s 3 m and the
m 3 s transformations have been actually ob-
served. We believe that these two opposite situa-
tions have a different driving force. On the one
hand, at the scale of the microscopic plasticity
event, the mechanical work brought about by the
applied stress reduces the thermodynamic barrier
between the metastable and stable crystals and
thus helps the chains to find their way towards
more stable potential energy wells during the de-
formation process. Besides, drawing at large
strains involves strong molecular orientation that
improves the kinetics of molecular rearrange-
ment into the more stable and denser crystalline
form. This is analogous to the strain-induced
crystallization of quenched semicrystalline poly-
mers, such polyethylene terephthalate,35 that
may take place at temperatures just above the
glass transition for which thermal crystallization
is nil. In this case, the driving force of the phase
change relies on thermodynamic and kinetic fac-
tors. On the other hand, the plastic deformation of
monoclinic PP is likely to proceed through a tran-
sient promotion of the smectic phase36 that allows
a lower energy-consuming pathway owing to its
lower molecular cohesion. This situation has been
largely discussed by Porter and Saraf for bulk PP
submitted to compressive testing.10,11,23,37 In this
case, the driving force of the phase change relies
on energetic grounds. A molecular mechanism of
generation of the smectic phase is discussed be-
low in relation to the mechanism of crystal slip in
the special case of PP chains having a helix con-
formation.

Thermal Activation of Yield

The yield stress dependence on strain rate for
QPP is reported in Figure 9 for various draw
temperatures not exceeding 60°C in order to pre-
vent thermal conversion of the smectic structure
into monoclinic crystal. For 5 and 25°C over the
whole strain rate range, as well as for 40°C in the
strain rate range «̇ . 1022 s21, the slope of the

Figure 8 Equatorial WAXS intensity profiles of QPP
samples drawn at Td 5 25 and 60°C up to the strain «
' 2.5 (strain rate «̇ 5 1.05 3 1021 s21).
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sY(Ln «̇) curves is about the same, indicating a
common elementary process of plastic flow with
an apparent activation volume of about 3.0 nm3

[see eq. (A.4) in the Appendix]. For 40°C in the
range of strain rate «̇ , 1022 s21, and for 60°C
over the whole «̇ range, the apparent activation
volume is about 7.7 nm3. This is indicative of a
second plastic deformation regime involving a
change in the structural extent of the elementary
event of plastic flow (see the warning of the Acti-
vation Volume Determination and Signification
Section in the Appendix), in relation to draw tem-
perature and strain rate.

In the case of APP, yield stress measurements
have been only carried out at 40 and 60°C due to
the brittleness of the film at lower temperatures.
At 20°C, for instance, the samples systematically
broke for «̇ . 1023 s21. From the data reported in
Figure 9, the apparent activation volume at 40
and 60°C is about 3.0 nm3, that is, a value close to
that found for QPP at low temperature. This

means that the elementary event of plastic defor-
mation is the same for the two kind of materials,
in the draw conditions indicated above.

The two activation volumes observed in the
case of QPP are relevant to a change in the basic
mechanim of plasticity. This could be ascribed to
the strain-induced change of structure from smec-
tic to monoclinic, as discussed in the preceding
section. Indeed, although undetected as a perma-
nently settled phenomenon at the yield point, the
phase change might begin to take place as a tran-
sitory phenomenon at this stage of the plastic
deformation, depending on Td and «̇ conditions.
This phase change may be accompanied by a
change of activation volume since the reduced
molecular cohesion in the smectic phase involves
enhanced mobility and thereby allows better co-
operativity, that is, a larger activation volume.
However, two experimental facts argue against it.
First, the larger activation volume of QPP at 60°C
would suggest that the smectic form is preserved
at high Td and that the s 3 m transformation is
more favorable at low Td. This is contradictory to
the natural trend of the smectic form to turn into
the monoclinic form for temperatures above 70°C.
Second, the drop of activation volume observed
for «̇ . 1022 s21 in the case of QPP at 40°C cannot
be attributed to the s3m structural change since
increasing the strain rate at a given temperature
reduces the ability for the phase change, as dis-
cussed in the preceding section.

Figure 10 shows the yield stress plot versus
temperature at three different strain rates. De-
spite the rather reduced number of data, it clearly
appears that the slope of sY(T) for APP, in the
range of 40–60°C, is higher than that of QPP, in
the same temperature range. However, it is close
to that of QPP in the range of 5–20°C. In quali-
tative terms [see eq. A.6 in the Activation Volume
Determination and Signification Section in the
Appendix), this corroborates the conclusions
made above that (1) the apparent activation vol-
ume of QPP at high temperature is about twice as
large than at low temperature and that (2) the
latter value is close to that for APP at high tem-
perature. Worth noting is that, in the second case,
the stress level is about the same for the two
kinds of samples. This emphasizes the well-
known stress dependancy of the activation vol-
ume and suggests that QPP may display the same
elementary mechanism of plasticity than APP,
provided that the temperature is low enough to
make the yield stress increase to a comparable
level.

Figure 9 Yield stress sY versus strain rate «̇ for QPP
and APP at various draw temperatures: (Œ) 5, (‚) 25,
(F) 40, and (E) 60°C.
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The activation volume data from stress relax-
ation experiments at the yield point are reported
in Figure 11 for QPP and APP. These data fit
fairly well with the ones reported from the anal-
ysis of the sY(Ln «̇) curves, despite a quite differ-
ent experimental procedure of determination (see
the Stress Relaxation Measurements Section in
the Appendix). The new matter from Figure 11 is
that the more accurate Va data reveal an almost
linear drop of the activation volume as the draw
temperature decreases or the strain rate in-
creases. This means that the mechanism of the
plastic flow is not a simple one. In addition, Fig-
ure 11 shows that the Va data of QPP at 40°C are
close to those at 60°C below «̇ 5 1022 s21 and close
to those at 25°C above this strain rate value. This
is relevant to a change in the plastic flow mecha-
nism of QPP as a function of strain rate at 40°C,
in agreement with the phenomenon already sus-
pected from the sY versus «̇ variations.

In a pioneer work concerned with bulk injec-
tion-molded PP, Roetling38 reported a change in
the variation of the yield stress with strain rate
that was strongly dependent on the deformation
temperature. This author proposed that the acti-
vation of molecular mobilities in the amorphous
phase and the melting of the crystalline phase
could account for the two deformation regimes.
But it is now well known that melting is not a
thermally activated process and that the steady

decrease of stiffness over a large temperature
range above Tg is due to the mechanical relax-
ation process in the crystalline phase, prior to
melting. The molecular basis of this phenomenon
is discussed in the next section.

Homogeneous and Localized Crystal Slip

The photographs of Figure 12 show QPP samples
drawn at 25 and 60°C up to roughly the same
nominal strain «N 5 0.3. For 25°C, the sample
displays a sharp neck, that is, a high gradient of
transverse strain along the neck shoulder. The
very narrow interference fringes that appear in
the regions of the neck shoulders reveal the high
strain gradient in the thickness. Moreover, very
coarse shear bands appear in the regions outside
the neck. Both the above features are suggestive
of a strong propensity for localized crystal slip at
25°C. In contrast, the sample drawn at 60°C dis-
plays diffuse neck and broader interference
fringes that indicate a low strain gradient in both
width and thickness in the neck shoulder. Be-
sides, the absence of coarse shear bands, as well
as the uniform birefringence outside the necked
region, argue in favor of a highly active homoge-
neous crystal slip at 60°C.

Figure 10 Yield stress, sY, versus temperature for
QPP and APP at three strain rates: (E) «̇ 5 1.05 3 1024

s21; (F) «̇ 5 1.05 3 1023 s21; (‚) «̇ 5 1.05 3 1022 s21.

Figure 11 Activation volume Va from stress relax-
ation for the plastic flow of QPP and APP as a function
of strain rate «̇ at various draw temperatures: (‚) 25,
(F) 40, and (E) 60°C.
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The above observations, together with the ac-
tivation volume data, suggest that the plastic de-
formation of QPP obeys two different mechanisms
of plasticity, depending on the draw conditions.
By analogy, one may conclude that either of these
two different mechanisms take place in APP and
QPP at 60°C. So, alternatively to Roetling pro-
posal, we strongly suspect a modification of the
mechanisms of crystal slip that govern the plastic
flow in the present case of tensile drawing above
the glass transition temperature. Borrowing from
our previous studies on polyethylene and related
copolymers, we suggest that two mechanisms of
homogeneous and localized crystal slip may oper-
ate competitively. In this instance, Yamada and
Takayanagi39 have shown the occurence of two
plastic processes in oriented PP under uniaxial
tension, from combined WAXS and SAXS analy-
ses, as follows: crystal blocks may slip past each
other in the fibrillar texture concurently to the
uniform shear of the blocks.

Our hypothesis is that, on the one hand, above
the peak temperature of the a mechanical relax-
ation in the crystalline phase, the molecular mo-
bilities are high enough to allow a thermally ac-
tivated nucleation and propagation of screw dis-
locations in response to the applied stress. The

high value of the activation volume for QPP at
high temperature in perfectly consistent with the
above assumption. Such a mechanism, which is
precursory to homogeneous or uniform crystal
slip, accounts fairly well for the yielding behavior
of bulk polyethylene (PE) and related copoly-
mers,40–42 as well as PP films.32 On the other
hand, below the peak temperature of the a me-
chanical relaxation, dislocations are not able to
nucleate and propagate at a rate high enough to
fit with the macroscopic strain rate. Then heter-
ogeneous or localized crystal slip is likely to occur
either through defective interfaces within the
crystalline lamellae41 or through the occurence of
partial dislocations involving the build up of
stacking faults.43 The lower activation volume,
which is relevant to a smaller extent of the ele-
mentary events of plastictity, is consistent with a
reduced ability for the thermal nucleation of dis-
locations. Microcracks are then likely to occur.

For the ranges of temperature and strain rate
investigated in this work, APP display dominant
heterogeneous slip, as judged from the low acti-
vation volume. In contrast, the change of activa-
tion volume that occurs in QPP either on decreas-
ing strain rate or on increasing temperature (see
the preceding section) is relevant to a change in
the crystal slip mechanism, thanks to the lower
molecular cohesion in the smectic structure of
QPP as compared to the monoclinic APP.

Yamada and Takayanagi39 have reported ex-
perimental estimations of the critical shear stress
(CSS) for the uniform shear lower than that of the
crystal block slip, whatever the draw temperature
between 40° and 130°C. This seems contradictory
with our conclusion that heterogeneous slip is
easier than homogeneous slip in monoclinic PP
below 60°C. In fact, the fibrillar texture of the
preoriented sample studied by Yamada and
Takayanagi is suspected to induce a strong mod-
ification of the CSS of the two slip processes com-
pared to isotropic PP because of the partially un-
folded chain topology. Shinozaki and Groves44

have reported combined WAXS and SAXS analy-
ses of oriented PP and PE at room temperature
that corroborate the predominence of homoge-
neous slip but that point out the marked trend of
PP for necking and voiding notably when the la-
mellae make angles greater than 45° with respect
to the stress axis. In final support to our state-
ment, the study by Cerra et al.45 of plastically
deformed PP single crystals shows that only the
crystal block slip is active at room temperature.
According to the latter authors, this contrasts

Figure 12 Scanner images of QPP sheets drawn at 25
and 60°C up to «N 5 0.3, («̇ 5 1.05 3 1023 s21, crossed
polarizers).
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with the plastic behavior of PE single crystals,
which actually display chain tilt, that is, uniform
shear, in addition to block sliding.

Helix Chain Motion and Screw Dislocation Slip

The mechanism of the a mechanical relaxation
that should be responsible for the nucleation and
propagation of dislocations is not so simple as the
one previously proposed for PE.42 The 180° chain
twist of the stems having a planar zig-zag confor-
mation in the PE orthorhombic crystal lattice in-
volves a shortening of the stem length equal to
one C—C bond, that is, half the c crystallographic
parameter. The migration of such a conforma-
tional defect through the whole length of the stem
results in an overall 180° rotation and c/2 trans-
lation of the stem, which turns again in crystal-
lographic register. Thanks to the regular genera-
tion of such chain defects in the neighbor stems of
the same crystallographic plane, a crystalline de-
fect of the screw dislocation type builds up and
propagates. Unfortunately, the nature of the mo-
lecular motions in the crystalline phase of PP has
not been clearly identified. From solid-state nu-
clear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy,
Spiess et al. proposed a threefold rotational jump
of the PP chains46 analoguous to the twofold ro-
tational jump of the PE chains,47 presumably ac-
companied with a c/3 translation parallel to the
chain axis. However, these authors did not men-
tion the localized character of such processes with
regard to the stem length. The well-known invari-
ance of the a relaxation activation energy as a
function of crystal thickness argues against the
motion of the whole stem. This has been clearly
established in the case of PE, for which 180° chain
twist defects spanning about 12 methylene units
are allowed to move smoothly along the chain
stem. In the case of PP, Syi and Mansfield have
proposed a soliton approach involving localized
rotation–translation jumps operating over a
shorter distance than the crystal thickness.48

Borrowing from Boyd’s guideline for the molec-
ular mechanisms of crystalline relaxations,49 one
may expect the occurence of mobile localized de-
fects in the helical conformation of PP. Migration
of such a defect along the chain stem results in a
translation of the chain. Several kinds of confor-
mational defects can be devised from the various
helical conformations theoretically predicted for
backbone-saturated polymer chains.50 The (TG)3
triple trans-gauche conformational sequence
characteristic of the stable 3/1 helix of crystalline

isotactic PP is contracted by about 15% compared
to the all-trans conformation of PE, so that either
compressive or extensive defects may occur. For
instance, a compressive strain is devised in Fig-
ure 13 owing to a sequence of four monomer units
in gauche conformations corresponding to a 2/1
helix chain portion within a 3/1 helix [Fig. 13(b)]
compared to three monomer units in trans-
gauche conformation [Fig. 13(a)]. This conforma-
tional defect that brings about an additional
monomer unit within the helix pitch involves a
120° twist and a c/3 compression of the chain. The
thermally activated nucleation and motion of

Figure 13 Polypropylene chain conformations: (a)
stable 3/1 helix in (TG)3 conformation; (b) defective
helix with a gauche link sequence involving 120° twist
and c/3 compressive strain.
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such a defect along the chain results in an overall
120° rotation and c/3 translation of the stem.

Figure 14 shows a schematic drawing of a local
compressive strain within a few turns of a helix
chain, that is, a local shortening of the helix pitch.
In a similar manner as proposed for PE, a defect
in a crystalline stem is initiated from one of the
fold surfaces of the crystal, thanks to the resolved
shear stress acting on this crystal. Then it prop-
agates along the chain in a wormlike motion, and
finally exits from the crystal at the opposite fold
surface. The occurence of such a process, succes-
sively from stem to stem in a given slip plane,
results in the generation and propagation of a
screw dislocation.

Structural Implication of Conformational Defects

At temperatures below the peak temperature of
the a crystalline relaxation, that is, when the
migration of conformational defects along the
chain axis is severely restricted due to kinetic
factors, screw dislocations cannot be generated at
a rate high enough to fit the macroscopic strain
rate. Then localized slip is able to substitute ho-
mogeneous slip through the build up of stacking
faults, owing to either crystal slip without chain
rotation or partial rotation and translation.

This change of mechanism of plasticity, in re-
lation to the kinetic aspect of dislocation nucle-
ation and propagation, will be discussed in a fu-
ture article. But some comments already deserve
to be made regarding the conformational aspect of
the problem. Indeed, it has been emphasized
above that the conformational defect in the stable
(TG)3 conformation of the PP helix chain that
allows the step-by-step translation of the chain

along its own axis is a defective region with no
longer crystallographic register so when the tem-
perature is below the crystalline relaxation, fro-
zen in conformational defects are likely to remain
in the dislocations wake. A misfit may settle over
large distances between the moving chains and
the surrounding chains since the former ones are
liable to encounter the potential energy wells of
the metastable smectic structure. The growing
concentration of such crystallographic defects
with the increase of plastic strain is likely to
develop local smectic-like chain arrangements.
These plasticity defects are a possible origin for
the partial strain-induced m3 s transition in PP
below 70°C that has been discussed previously.
This is consistent with the conclusion by Saraf11

that the smectic phase results from the chain
unraveling in concert with the activation of crys-
tal slip process.

CONCLUSION

The study of the tensile yielding of PP films shows
that the metastable smectic form induced by
quenching is more ductile than the stable mono-
clinic form due to reduced intermolecular cohe-
sion. For strains « $ 3, a strain-induced transfor-
mation of the smectic form into the monoclinic
form occurs. The stress-induced chain defects im-
prove the molecular mobility, which reduces the
thermodynamic barrier between the two forms.
Chain orientation also contributes to the reorga-
nization process through the improvement of its
kinetics.

Homogeneous and localized crystal slip are
proposed to account for the two plastic deforma-
tion regimes observed in the case of QPP. The
reason lies in the mobility of the conformational
chain defects that are necessary for generation
and motion of crystal dislocations. Homogeneous
crystal slip takes place when homogeneous nucle-
ation and propagation of screw dislocations are
fast enough to provide a local strain rate consis-
tent with the macroscopic applied strain rate.
Only localized slip seems to occur in APP, for T
# 60°C. The stronger interactions in the mono-
clinic structure compared to the smectic structure
is responsible for a reduced mobility of the chain
defects in the ordered phase of APP.

It is suggested that the molecular mechanism
of chain relaxation consists of a local compressive
strain of the helix chain that moves in a wormlike
motion along the chain axis. The particularly

Figure 14 Molecular model of the helix chain motion
for the glide of a screw dislocation along a sheared
interface.
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large c crystallographic parameter of the mono-
clinic unit cell entails that the chain will be out of
crystallographic register over a long distance.
During its progression through the crystal thick-
ness, the defective chain portion may occasionally
encouter the metastable potential energy wells of
the smectic form so that this phase may be strain-
induced from the monoclinic phase for tempera-
tures below the a crystalline relaxation.

The authors thank PECHINEY for financial support to
this work and for the grant of a doctorate research
fellowship to E. Staniek.

APPENDIX

Activation Volume Determination and Signification

The Eyring equation for plastic flow writes

«̇ 5 «̇0exp 2 SDG~s, T!

kT D«, T (A.1)

where «̇ is the plastic strain rate, DG(s, T) is the
activation energy, T is the absolute temperature,
k is the Boltzman constant, « is the plastic strain,
and s is the stress. The preexponential factor
often obeys a stress power law,18

«̇0 5 Ksm (A.2)

where K is a constant, and m is the stress inten-
sity factor, which lies in the range of 2–3. Consid-
ering that the applied stress at yield helps to
reduce the energy barrier to thermal flutuations,
DG0(T), then

DG~s, T! 5 DG0~T! 2 V0s (A.3)

with V0 being the true activation volume. This
latter is related to the strain rate sensitivity
through the following relation:

V0 1 kTS Ln «̇0

s D«, T 5 kTS Ln «̇

s D«,

T 5 Va (A.4)

The apparent activation volume Va that can be
obtained from the experimental slope of the yield
stress versus Ln «̇ plot is related to the true acti-
vation volume thanks to an additional stress-de-
pendent term.

Va 5 V0 1 mkT/s (A.5)

At the lower stress level of the present investiga-
tion, that is, about 10 MPa, for which Va has the
higher value of 7.7 nm3, the larger value of the
stress-dependent term can be estimated to 1.2
nm3. For the higher stress level, that is, 30 MPa,
for which Va has the lower value of 3.0 nm3, this
additional term drops to about 0.4 nm3. For the
present study, the apparent activation volume Va,
therefore, gives a fair estimation of the true acti-
vation volume V0 since the error does not ex-
ceed 15%.

The apparent activation volume may also be
assessed, using eq. (1), from the temperature de-
pendancy of the stress at yield point derived, as
follows:

Va 5 k Ln~«̇/«̇0!ST
sD«, «̇ (A.6)

Stress Relaxation Measurements

Determinations of the apparent activation vol-
ume Va can be carried out through stress relax-
ation measurements as a function of time t at a
stress level close to the yield point.17 The stress
drop Ds(t) is given by

Ds~t! 5
kT
Va

LnS t
C 1 1D (A.7)

where C 5 kT/MVa«̇ is an integration constant,
with M being the modulus of the material, and «̇
is the plastic strain rate.
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